
The Dallas Festival of Ideas Salon – May 4, 2015 

Conversations & Reflections, discussion overview 

 

Take-aways from festival – audience members weigh in (25 min): 

 

 Educated City: logically shocked about educators being left out of decision process. 

Agreed with Elizabeth Green, hopes she and others will continue to be included. 

Interested in idea that educators need to be involved. Didn’t know educators were left 

out. Didn’t know a journalist from NY could be involved in something like education. 

She and others in journalism can help spread the importance of education. 

 Innovative City: app in Boston for pot holes. Best idea is the national book festival; hope 

people will recognize the importance of people who write children’s literature. Don’t 

limit to adult writers, need to teach children to read well by the time they are 4 or 5 years 

old. “We will be toast,” if we don’t do that. 

 Enjoyed everything in spite of “snow-pocolypse.” Never saw festival that put ideas at 

top. Enjoyed that it was accessible to everyone, meaning location. Struck by architecture, 

Vishan C., cross over between physical city and innovation. Doesn’t know how you can 

move on without the cross over. City of knowledge, use of data, “we’re way behind” 

other cities (NYC) in making data accessible. We have the opportunity to take innovation 

and make it physical. 

 Wasn’t at fest, but hears connection between all of the cities.  

 Struck by how open it was to people of all ages. Everyone feels like they can participate. 

 Innovative City: how do we measure all of this to show exactly what was achieved? 

 Would like to disagree with age comment. Wanted to agree, but even this evening, if we 

don’t have half of the audience under 40, we’re missing the vote. Thrilled to know that 

some of us think there was a diversity of age, but have to push it further. Loves idea of 

Return of Community (ROC). Are we willing to listen? Have not gotten permission to 

share idea, but Sharon Lyle (TEDxSMU) 

o Book Festival or other things, but what if we take local ideas and have national 

thinkers respond vs. having national thinkers giving ideas. 

 Montgomery County has done it so well by changing zoning, every cluster of zoning has 

to have all levels. 50 or 100 houses, apts., but must have all levels. In Baltimore and other 

urban cities, these are all segregated. Pass zoning laws to make sure there is integration at 

all levels of city. 

 Kudos to age comment. Important to put spotlight on what we’re doing. Moved from 

Detroit, which had some issues (joke). “Here, there’s a real tsunami of energy.” We want 

to focus on a couple of ideas because we don’t want others to die in the graveyard of 

ideas. Saw all the connections at fest. Likes connectedness, but got to get people under 30 

involved. Was seeking under 30 people, and found them at other festival at DFW Airport. 

 Volunteer, educated & political city. Agree as far as youth. Asked everyone how many 

volunteer. Need to be a part of the process. There is a group of people who are not 

represented here. How many here can actually relate to the barriers that we talked about 

at FOI? Ta-Nehisi Coates had good points, but need to see other ages, other ethnicities 

here. It’s going to be the same unless there’s integration. How are we going to integrate 

all of us? Been here 5 years, feels energy but it’s so segregated that doesn’t see solutions. 

We have the tools, have the people, but how are we going to bridge that gap. 



 With each of the different cities, how are we checking to see if we’re not doing what is 

already happening? We have testers (mentioned at Political City). Some are already 

doing it on small scale. 

o Maria responds: really valid question. Simply don’t have time or bandwidth to 

reinvent the wheel. Would have more impact if we find people who are already 

doing what needs to be done. 

o Fest has nothing to do with southern sector of city. $50 is a lot, and getting 

downtown is hard for a lot of people. First step is to just show up. Go to south 

Lancaster, show up, don’t be afraid. If we had this city sitting in a different place, 

we don’t know each other. We have to get in the same room with other people. 

 Board of City Square. Love to encourage taking action. Echo comments. There are some 

people already doing great things. Mayor just announced outgrowth of 300 people who 

showed up at Paul Quinn College, evolved to action plan. Good stuff going on, one 

frustration is the amazing duplication of equity. Don’t be that. If we have something truly 

new and creative, great, if there are already people reinventing the wheel, help them. 

 Where is faith-based community represented? 

 

Ideas for 2016: 

 We see the problems and issues, how can we take what we see in Dallas in influence 

smaller community (Ellis County)? 

 Paul Rich: During Clinton campaign, church representative made comment of one church 

group making comments of other church group. In the ‘60s what Dallas was. Let us not 

forget what our local press has done by being more inclusive. If we are looking for 

action, besides thought, be aware of what community is contributing. But what’s lacking 

is mentoring. Who do we have nationally who can be a strong advocate? When you look 

at the leadership class, government and school district, we don’t have adequate 

representation. When was the last time you believed you had a representative who is truly 

an advocate? We need votes in order to change what we’re talking. Should be visiting 

with council members after this election. 

 Innovative sessions: presentation from man who started Café Momentum. Was really 

inspirational. Take that an octave hire, work with those in local prisons that are getting 

out, help with housing, job training, entrepreneurial training. Work with organizations 

that are doing this.  

 Of committee, how many of the nine are under 40 on the committees? 

 TECO (sp?), Bishop Arts Theater, one thing to know what the issues are, it’s another 

thing to talk about it. Theater powered by millennials, seems fitting to add them to 

conversation. 

 Cultural city: activists, millennials, ideas and ties are put together that would take others 

years to put together.   

 24-year-old, personal experience, wouldn’t be here if hadn’t been mentored. Teachers, 

professors, business partners, who will invite me to the conversation. Want to make a 

difference, but we need permission to do something about that.  

 If you give kids a chance to have sponsorship, they will be fighting to get involved. 

 One key issue is the concept of resilience or sustainability. A sixth city, the resilient city, 

should be included to catch millennials. To find out how we can live in Earth (green 

initiatives?). Dallas is among the greenest in the world, should attract at SMU, but 



criticized for smog. TCU, all concerned with how we live on the Earth, permaculture, 

green initiatives.  

 Larry: We’re thinking along lines of healthy city, safe city, etc. 

 Younger generation, how about we get under their tent? For 2016, creating ideas that are 

fun and interesting. Some focus on real issues, how can each city solve a real problem? 

 Dallas Institute, class centered around Oedipus Rex, some of the students in the class are 

young, dominant are really young. Ancient Greeks can help us. 

 I believe that we’ve been doing a lot of research in how we engage with millennials. Old 

fashioned emails don’t work. There can be a lot of ideas from universities to get 

involved. Done research, have results and happy to share. 

 Digital platform at festival. Need a digital platform for ongoing phases as well. Engage in 

many ways, smart phone. Digital Salon.  

 Concept of inclusion is extremely important. Need to include, Hispanic population. 

Hispanics represent 42% of population in Dallas. Can’t forget the Hispanic community.  

 Participated in other festival in ‘80s in Miami, every component had a diverse group. On 

the verge of something that can be so magnificent. Create #UnitedCities, millennials will 

come. 

o Return on metric is no more riots. Interested in collisions.  

 Wanted to make sure to mention, really enjoyed visual and performing artists. 

Percussionist, street art, went home thinking that’s great! Has two children in public 

schools. In 5 years we went from being not great, to great. Another school was ranked as 

second best in Texas. How do we engage in community? Kids are pulled from every 

corner of city. How can we show these kids what it’s like to run art gallery, run 

newspaper, be a lawyer? They are looking for those opportunities. 

 Online salon, practicality is if each committee can see who needs to do what, and can ask 

others who can help.  

 Millennium city to bring some young people out to hear thoughts. 

 Dallas culture business association, have leadership in arts institute every year.  

 Amazing microphone with DMN, to the end of not replicating, maybe some committee 

can find work that is already being done. Amplify what is already being done, cheerlead 

for what is already being done. 

 One of the best things that Dallas can do is change it’s idea about growth. Dallas’ growth 

should be in brain growth, bigger is not better, but in quality. Refinement, complexity in 

the best sense of the word. Better in depth and wisdom rather than just size. 

 Talked a lot about language of inclusion, how to include people under 40. Really hesitate 

about that. Thinking by which we’re viewing boundary line is wrong. Most people don’t 

identify by age. Until I’m in a room of people who aren’t the age I am, doesn’t think 

about own age. There are people of all ages engaged. Challenge not to think 

demographically, but psychographically. How is it different if I’m in the tech community, 

or corporate community, or I’m in north Dallas or new to Dallas? Ideas, anyone can jump 

into the conversation by people without a degree, they’re accessible.  In 2016, the 

conversation should be owned, driven by millennials.  

 


